these

experiments suggest that a particular period exists around the 3
oth and 6oth day of life of
piglets having passive immunity. During this period, maternal passive immunity protects piglets
against virulent infections, but also allows induction of active immunity following vaccination
with live vaccine. New investigations are needed to determine limits and characteristics of this
period.
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have been

actively immunized with lyso-

zyme in the presence of specific antibodies acquired by the colostral way or by intraperitoneal
injection. The purpose of this new experiment, realized without any adjuvant was to study

parameter. In these conditions the injection of increasing doses of lysozyme, even
of any specific antibody, stimulated a less efficient immunization. This active immunity was inhibited by rather low passive antibody amounts. This result led us to define the passive
antibody threshold beyond which lysozyme antigenic stimulation was ineffective and to show
that its level was lowered in the absence of adjuvant. In this paper, the practical implication of
this threshold concept is discussed.
In the same experiment, we compared the effect of the stimulation with a living and an inert
antigen, namely hog-cholera virus vaccine and lysozyme, in passively immune animals. We observed a narrow parallelism between these two systems. It appeared, at last, that the challenge
performed with the fully virulent Alfort strain of Swine fever virus led to an immunodepression
which tends to be suppressed by the vaccination.
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